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Event Highlights.
2021 Blue Planet II Live In Concert, Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra - MC

Riley Elliot is a PhD marine biologist, an author, public speaker, and an executive producer and presenter for Shark Week on one of the 
biggest networks in the world; Discovery Channel.  Riley has also worked with National Geographic, BBC’s Blue Planet and TED TALK 
New Zealand, sharing his expertise across screen, stage, social media and in the water.  From banning shark finning in 2014 to 
helping change a global perspective on Sharks, his passion exudes from his storytelling.  Riley is a local kiwi bloke turned international 
scientist, business owner, soon to be dad, and TV personality who made a world changing career out of his love for nature.

MISSION

Riley is a nature kid who never grew out of it.  Committed to the ocean as an ecosystem, Riley forged down the path of marine biology 
with no money and no financial support, only in search of understanding and change.  However, not being funded by a corporate 
entity meant he was a free agent to speak the truth.  Now, in the height of success, running a show for Discovery Channel that 500 
million people watch every year, Riley can hold up a megaphone to his passion with his audience knowing he will deliver truth and 
adventure.

Riley ’s‘science for people’approach took him to Western Australia with Hawaii's Ocean Ramsey to help end the WA shark cull.  To 
make their mark, Riley and Ocean literally jumped in and resuscitated a 3m Tiger shark.  Once the word got out that a man and 
woman were resuscitating a shark IN THE SEA, they had the opportunity to convey objective science through the media that in the 
end helped ban the WA Shark Cull.

Having made a lasting impact on the environment, Riley emphasises that we can’t keep neglecting our disconnection with nature 
because it is literally flooding our homes, wiping out our crops, and building population anxiety.  Riley wants to impart hope and 
improvement foundations to help us work with nature and not against it for the future generations.

KEYNOTE

Riley parallels his work in bringing about global change with inspiring people to take on their own hurdles, sharing his recipe for 
success: passion and persistence.  Riley was just your average kiwi bloke, but in order to achieve his childhood dream around nature,
he knew he had to work hard.  He gained the intelligence to understand Science, the confidence to speak in public, and was brave 
enough to swim with Sharks.  If Riley can work with the scariest creature on earth and make people love them too, you can do 
anything.
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Following decades of exhilarating adventures Riley Elliott has had experiences that few can relate to.  From resuscitating a Shark to 
almost being murdered in Mexico by a drug cartel, Riley combines his extraordinary life with his scientific knowledge, offering up a 
myriad of exceptional speaking points.

Testimonials.

SEA SHEPHERD AUSTRALIA - KEYNOTE SPEAKER - As managing director of Sea Shepard Australia I have seen battles before, from 
high seas to parliamentary offices but never have I seen an approach quite like Riley ’s–one that has been globally successful at 
educating, inspiring and ultimately protecting not only our oceans, but also the air we literally breathe.

Riley is an inspiring speaker, a storyteller that talks with first hand experiences to captivate every audience.  He tells the story of our 
sharks, but not just about them.  He speaks of them as examples of how life lessons have been implemented, how passion has been 
followed and how success has resulted from such a pure and unfortunately uncommon approach.  Riley is more than a speaker for 
sharks, he is a voice for our children not even born yet, ones that need healthy oceans, and healthy oceans, need sharks.  - Jeff Hansen,
Managing Director Sea Shepherd Australia

LOCAL GOVERNMENT NEW ZEALAND NATIONAL CONFERENCE - KEYNOTE SPEAKER - I had the pleasure of introducing and then 
listening to Riley Elliott as a speaker at our recent Local Government New Zealand National Conference in Dunedin in July 2016.  His 
presentation was at once riveting, funny, inspiring and very informative.  I recommend Riley as a speaker to audiences of all ages and 
types.  Neither they nor you will be disappointed.  - Dave Cull, Mayor of Dunedin

DAIRY ENVIRONMENT LEADERS 'FORUM - KEYNOTE SPEAKER - It is with pleasure I provide this testimonial for Riley Elliott.  Riley was 
the keynote speaker at our formal Dairy Environment Leaders ’Forum at Te Papa, Wellington, in December 2015.  Riley not only 
provided an entertaining and informative presentation, but also aligned his work with Sharks to the challenges being faced by our 
dairy farmers and the industry, to make it relative.  Riley was extremely good to deal with and has a relaxed, but professional, style.
We received extremely favourable feedback on his talk and recommend him as an excellent speaker, able to adapt his presentation to 
deliver to brief and expectations.  - Andrea Clayton, Event Specialist DiaryNZ

SHARK WHISPERERS PROGRAM - KEYNOTE SPEAKER - It was a privilege and honor to have Riley Elliott fly to Western Australia in 
order to talk about ways people could reduce their chances of an unwanted shark interaction other than to have the Government 
catch and kill them through drum lines.  Riley attended a forum held by#noWAsharkcull, which highlighted non-lethal measures to 
prevent shark incidents at the height of the WA shark cull.  Riley was one of the key speakers for this event, which attracted 
approximately 150 people.  Riley spoke with passion and purpose and had done his research on the local issues.  Riley was also a 
perfect fit for our audience whereby his scientific background was mixed with a natural talent to connect with the participants.  His 
down-to-earth nature made everyone feel comfortable to ask questions and to further understand the issues Riley raised.  I personally 
was pleasantly surprised to learn a few things about the local shark populations and the measures that had been trialed in Western 
Australia, which I hadn’t previously known about.  - Natalie Banks, Chair of No Shark Cull Inc
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Testimonials continued...
DIVE FESTIVAL - KEYNOTE SPEAKER - A big thank you from us for your attendance at our annual Dive Festival and the highly engaging 
and informative talk you gave on both your studies into NZ ’s Blue Sharks and the situation of the general health of shark populations.
Not all that attended were divers with many being just people from our area interested in what you had to say.  The feedback we 
received showed us that your subjects are of great interest to many and people found what you had to say informative and inspiring.
You certainly held the audience with your presentation style.  And we guess this showed in the successful sale of your newly 
released book after your talk.  - Darrel&Linda Bird, Dive Zone Whitianga


